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FOREWORD

This translation was prepared in response to Work Assign-
ment 79-68-6. The article was originally published as
follows:

Gorshunov, L. M., G. P. Kononenko, and Ye. I. Sirotinin.a* Elektromagnitnyye vozmushcheniya pri vzryvakh. Zhurnal
eksperimental'noy i teoreticheskoy fiziki, v. 53, no. 3,
1967, 818-821.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC DISTURBANCES IN EXPLOSIONS

N
Results of an investigation of electromagnetic disturbanoas
produced by an explosion are presented. It i shon that
the electromagnetic signal is determined mainly by the asym-
metry of the scatter of the explosion products. (

A blast of high explosives, as shown experimentally [1--81,
is usually accompamed by electromagnetic disturbances which can be
recorded by instruments relatively far removed from the epicenter of
the explosion. An investigation of the physical processes responsible
for the disturbances presents a scientific problem in itself, and, on
the other hand, can be of applicational value. Up to the present, how-
ever, no publications have been available on a systematic treatm, -t
of the phenomenon.

The present work discusses the results of experiments in
an investigation of the electromagnetic disturbances caused by blasts
of explosive charges. Investigations were made of the effect rf the
method of initiation, the altitude, the mass and shape of the charge,
and external electric and magnetic fields on the character of the
electromagnetic signal.

A eriodic vertical flagpole antennas 2 m high were ut.Vd for
receiving the electromagnetic signals produced by the blast. The
OK-17 M, S1-20, and SI-29 oscilloscopes served as ricorder•,,. The
bandwidth of recorded frequencies, at the 0. 7 level, was 30 c -- 10 Mc
(OK-i7 W), 30c -- 20 Mc (SI-20), and 30c - 2 Mc (SI-29).

The explosions occurred in an open rrea. The antennru were
placed 5 to 30 m from the epicenter of the explosion. Spherical and
"rylindrical charges weighing from I to 5 kg were cast from 50/ 50
trinitrotoluene (TNT) and cyclonite. The oscillographic recordrs
were triggered either by a signal from an ionization pickup plac.;d
on an electrical detonator or by a photocell pulse.
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To determine the effect t the initiation method, the charges
were exploded either by an± electrlc&.L detonator, o.r by straight
ignition.

The signals recorded from the electrically exploded spheri-
cal charges display a number of characteristic features. Relatively
short, irregular heteropolar spikes with a relatively low amplitude
set in practically from the moment of the initiation of the charge and
continued for several tens of microseconds. These irregular spikes
developed into a bell-shaped pulse with negative polarity about 0. 5 Ij sec
long with a maximum about 1 isec from the instant of initiation.
Characteristically, the pulse shape and time interval tm from the in-
stant of initiation to the maximum of the signal, with a spherical
charge, persisted whether the blast was initiated from the center or
from the surface. These characteristics were also independent of
the height at which the charge was suspended, the direction of initi-
ation, the distance to the antenna, and the strength and the polarity
of the external electric and magnetic fields applied by special elec-
trodes and windings. At the same time, a very definite dependence
of the time interval tm on the mass of the charge was established:

1/3
tm = KM

where m is time in milliseconds and M is the mass of the fused
50/50 TNT and cyclonite in kilograms. The experimental value of
K = 0. 7 + 0.05. The ratio was established on the basis of pulses
from many 1-, 3-, and 5-kg charges. The reproducibility of tm
for es,'h of the above mass values was good (the mean square de-
viation of any point did not exceed 20%).

A typical oscillogram oýbtained from a 1-kg spherical charge
explosion suspended 6 m high is •'*n in Fig. 1. The ignition oc-
curred by electric initiation from the center. The antenna was 20 m
from the epicenter of the explosion.
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Fig. 1. Oscillogram of signals recorded by a
vertical rod antenna on priming from the center
of a 1-kg spherical charge (50/50 TNT and cy-
clonite) by means of an electrical detonator. The
suspension height of the charge was 6 m. The dis-
tance from the epicenter of the explosion to the an-
tenna was 20 m. The amplitude of the initial part
of the signal was - 5 v; time scale At = 0. 1 V sec.

In the case of straight ignition of spherical charges, the
character of the signal differs sharply from the one obtained by
electrical initiation. Fig. 2 shows oscillograms of signals re-
corded for the case of spherical charges initiated by straight igni-
tion. V hen initiation of the sphere occurred from the surface, the
direction of initiation determined the polarity of the signal. In the
case of a spherically symmetric blast (initiation from the center),
the signal was practically absent at the same sensitivity of the in-
struments. It should be noted that, in this case, any grounded
conductor placed under the charge changes the picture: the signal
takes the same shape as in the case of electrical initiation.
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Fig. 2. Oscillograms of signals from an explosion
of spherical charges initiated by straight ignition
from the surface of the sphere: a - up vertically,
b - down vertically. Charge mass - 2 kg, blast
height - 2 m, distance to antenna - 10 m
L- z I. 0 Uasec.

In the case of cylindrical charges i.;.ith vertical axes and
initiati•. by straight ignition from the lower end. the parameters
of the lc,<tromagnetic pulse depend on the form of the cylinder.
The relatdenthip was established by 1. 3-kg chArges with a height-
diameter ratio H/d = 4. 6; 2. 0; 1. 0. and 0. 5. The blasts occurred
2 m above the ground. Oscillograms of tht signals are presented
in Figs. 3 and 4. For these charges, the d!-pendence of the signal
amplitude on the distance to the antenna was o~t!ained. The depend-
ence can be expressed as I/R 3. which is typic-al of a dipole emitter
at short range.



Fig. 3. Oscilograms of sigpals Fig. 4. Oscillograms of signals
from an explosion of cylindrical fr-m an explowion of cylindrical
charges i-itiated by straight charges initiated by straight ill-
ignition from the lower end: nition frnm the lower end:
a - charge with H/d a 4.6; a - charge with H/d = 1. 0;
b - charge with H/d - 2.0. b - charge with H/d x 0. 5.
Charge mass -- 1. 3 kg. height Charge mass -- 1. 3 kig height
of blast -- 2 m. Distance to of blast -- 2 m. Distance to
antenna -- 12 nr (upper beam) antenna -- 12 in (upper beam)
and 8 m (lower beam); and 8 m (lower bo.am);
at = 1.0 P sec. A t = 1.1 P sec.

Signals from cylindrical charges with horizontal axes picked
up by antennas positioned ia opposite di:rections from the plane per-
pendicalar to the axis of the cylinder and crossing that axis in its
center, have opposite polarity. A signal in prActical!y absent in the
case of an antenn, -ition in that plane. A change of the direction
of initiation reverses the p.-I -aity of both signals.

Fig. 5 presents oscillogr,.: ot signals recorded by vertical
antennas inclind at 45 and 1800 to the di,-¢Žction of initiation of a
cylindrical charge with a horizontal axis.
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Fig. 5. Oscillograms of signals from an ex-
plosion of a cylindrical charge with horizontal
axis initiated from the end by straight ignition.
Upper beam is the signal from antenna inclined
1800 to the direction of initiation (R = 10 m);
lower beam - antenna inclined 430 (R = 8 m).
Charge mass - 1. 3 kg, H/d = 4.6, height of
blast - 3 m, at - 1.0 usec.

No effect of an electric field on the signal characteristics
was observed in the case of straight ignition of the charge. Screen-
ing of the electric field above the ground level or the application of
fields up to 103 v/m of opposite polarity in the blast region lid not
change the characteristics of the recorded signal. Magnetic fields
of up to - 5 oe also failed to affect the characteristics.

From the experimental material presented, it can be
assumed that the governing factor in the formation of electromag-
netic disturbances is the asymmetry of the blast. In the case of
electrical initiation the asymmetry is apparently caused by the
cables, which may introduce the asymmetry in the distribution of
the charges. The geometry of the charge is the cause of asymmetry
in the case of straight ignition.

On the bAsis of the experimental dzLa, it fan also be assumed
that the electrification of the scattering products oi the blast is re-
sponsible for the development of electric charges (or currents) and
the creation of electromagnetic disturbances. This assurnl'ion is
supported by the fact that the onset of the signal occurs after a de-
lay of hundreds of microseconds following the emergence of the de-
tonation wave on the surface of the charge. The fact that the onset
of the signal is independent of the height of the blast, and that the
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signal characteristics are independent of both the strength and
polarity of the external electric field, argue against the mechamism
of signal production suggested by Cook (5).

In conclusion, the authors thank Professor B. M. Stepanov
for assigning the subject and for his attention to, and interest in,
the work, Professors F. I1 Dubovitskiy, L. N. Stesik, M. I.
Vorotovov, N. I. Mochalov, and ccworkers at the A. N. Dremin
laboratory for their help in the experiments, and A. A. Yemei'yanov
and M. N. Nechayev for useful discussions.

Submitted to the editor March 28, 1967
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